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Delaney, Kristy J . , M.A., August 1990 Communication Sciences
and Disorders
The Concurrent V a lid ity  for the Normal Hearing Population on the 
Total Communication Receptive Vocabulary Test (TCRVT) with the Peabody 
Picture Vocabulary Test Revised Form M f PPVT-R-Ml (43 pp.)
Director: Alice E. Smith, ------
The purpose of th is  study was to determine whether s ig n ificant  
differences ex ist between the Total Communication Receptive Vocabularv 
Test (TCRVT)-derived age equivalency and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test-Revised Form M f PPVT-R-M) age equivalency scores fo r normal hearing 
ch ild ren .
T h irty  two children participated in the study, with an equal number of 
males and females in each of four language-age categories: 2:10 years to 
3:3 years, 3:4 years to 3:9 years, 3:10 years to 4:3 years, and 4:4 
years to 4:9 years. Subjects met the following c r i te r ia :  hearing
within normal l im its ;  no vision concerns; enrollment in a preschool 
program, but not receiving d irec t speech and/or language services by a 
speech-1anguage pathologist; no other handicapping condition; no 
assessment with the PPVT-R-M or TCRVT within the previous year; and a 
receptive language age between 3 years and 4:6 years. The subjects were 
each administered the TCRVT and PPVT-R-M. and the raw scores were 
converted to age equivalency scores following test manual instructions. 
The students' t  tes t (df=7) results indicated no s ign ificant differences  
between the TCRVT and PPVT-R-M age-equivalency scores at the .05 
significance le v e l.  The mean difference between age-equivalency scores 
on the two tests varied by as much as 8 months and the standard 
deviation for the age groups ranged from approximately 11 months to 18 
months. Results suggest that the TCRVT normative information fo r normal 
hearing children is a va lid  representation of how th is population would 
perform on the TCRVT. Caution, however, should be employed when 
in terpreting  th is  study's results , due to lim ited sample size and 
v a r ia b ili ty /ra n g e  in standard deviations.
n
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Chapter I 
Introduction and L iterature Review 
Speech and language development in the hearing-impaired child  has 
been reported in the l i te ra tu r e  to be delayed and/or disordered.
Factors which influence the degree o f the delay/disorder include 
severity  o f hearing loss, age of onset of hearing loss, as well as the 
amount of time that has lapsed prior to id e n tif ic a tio n  of the hearing 
loss. Severity o f the hearing loss and the residual hearing the 
individual has retained are, perhaps, the most important variables which 
a ffe c t speech development (Ling, 1976). The research l i te ra tu re  
regarding the development of hearing-impaired children has suggested 
that almost every area of language development is affected by hearing
impairment. Engen and Engen (1983) reported that hearing-impaired
children do not reach the same level of comprehension of English 
grammatical structures as the average hearing child entering f i r s t  grade 
(based on structures tested on the Rhode Island Test of Language 
Structurel . They also noted that the differences between hearing and 
hearing-impaired children on th is  test were quantita tive , not 
q u a lita t iv e ,  and were thereby termed language delayed, rather than 
disordered. Geers and Moog (1978) indicated over one-half of the
hearing-impaired subjects aged 4 to 15 years with severe to profound
hearing losses scored below normal hearing 3-year-olds for syntactic  
maturity on samples of spontaneous and imitated language.
Cooper (1967) reported hearing-impaired individuals demonstrated 
the lack of knowledge of morphological rules. The subjects were tested 
using a w ritten  language format. The study revealed hearing-impaired
1
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children had the greatest d i f f ic u l ty  both understanding and producing 
derivational morphological rules such as " -ing ,"  " - l y , ” " -ab le ,"  while 
in f lec t io n a l morphological rules such as irreg u lar p lurals (e .g . ,  
knife-knives) and regular and irregu lar past tense verbs (e .g . ,  
jump-jumped, bet-bet) were easier fo r the hearing-impaired population to 
comprehend and produce. His study indicated 19-year-old  
hearing-impaired subjects did not achieve the level of morphological 
ru le comprehension of 9 to 10-year-old hearing children. The 
morphological ru le  errors may make the syntactic structure of the 
hearing-impaired ch ild 's  utterance appear disordered.
A lim ited amount of research done in the area of pragmatics 
revealed that hearing-impaired children acquire the same pre lingu is tic  
pragmatic s k i l ls  as normal hearing children, but at a la te r  age 
(Curtiss, Prutting, & Lowell, 1979; Skarakis & Prutting, 1977; Thompson, 
Biro, Vethivelu, Pious, & H atfie ld , 1987). Curtiss et a l .  (1979) and 
Skarakis and Prutting (1977) examined the communicative intents as 
established by Dore (1974), such as demands, commands, and labeling , as 
th e ir  means for assessment of pragmatic s k i l ls  used by 1 :10-year to 
5 year-old hearing-impaired preschoolers. Results of both studies 
indicated hearing-impaired children used the same range of non-verbal 
pragmatic strategies as normal hearing children, but were delayed in 
re la t io n  to th e ir  hearing peers of the same chronological age. Thompson 
et a l .  (1987) noted that hearing-impaired children most often did not 
i n i t i a t e  communication; however, when they did, the child  did not have 
the turn taking s k i l ls  to maintain the in teraction . Kolzak (1983) 
stated hearing-impaired children may not develop the understanding of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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social routines such as "thank you" or a response/gesture when i t  is 
pragmatically appropriate, nor may they develop knowledge of voice 
modulation usage and language structures fo r a soc ia lly  acceptable means 
of requesting. The deviations in the hearing-impaired ind iv idual's  
pragmatic understanding and language production may lead to the notion 
that the individual is rude and does not l in g u is t ic a l ly  partic ipate  in a 
so c ia lly  acceptable manner.
Studies by Curtiss et a l .  (1979) and Skarakis and Prutting (1977) 
indicated hearing-impaired children aged 1:10 years to 5 years progress 
through the early stages of semantic language development more slowly 
than normal hearing children. A study by Brenza, Kricos, & Lasky (1981) 
revealed that fo u r - f i f th s  of hearing-impaired children aged 13 to 14 
years scored lower than the 10th percentile for second-grade hearing 
children in the comprehension of basic semantic concepts tested by the 
Boehm Test o f Basic Concepts ( BTBC) .  Davis (1974) examined 
hearing-impaired children 's understanding of the semantic concepts 
presented on the BTBC and reported that 75% of the children scored below 
the 10th percentile in knowledge of the concepts of quantity, space, and 
time. This suggested that hearing-impaired children were not 
comprehending basic concepts that were reported to be included in school 
textbooks.
Quigley and Paul (1984) summarized the research of many authors on 
the subject of the hearing-impaired ch ild 's  development of reading 
s k i l ls .  The review indicated vocabulary development to be a major 
variable  in oral and w ritten  language comprehension which included 
reading and word processing/decoding s k i l ls  as being a basic s k i l l  in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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reading development. Furth (1966) revealed that only 8% of the national 
sampling o f hearing-impaired students aged 10:6 years to 16:6 years read 
above the fourth-grade le v e l.  Furthermore, the reading levels increased 
from a mean of a 2.7 reading grade level between the ages of 10 to 11 
years to a 3.5 reading-grade level for 15 to 16-year-olds. This 
represented an increase of less than one reading-grade level in 5 years 
and a plateau in reading s k i l ls  development. Furth stated that "the low 
reading level of the deaf does not constitute a reading deficiency, but 
l in g u is t ic  incompetence" (p. 462). Quigley and Paul (1984) suggested 
that hearing impaired children have a d e f ic i t  in vocabulary not due "to 
any lack of inherent a b i l i t y  but to an impoverished early background due 
to lack of appropriate experiential and l in g u is t ic  input" (p. 108).
The l i te ra tu re  has documented delays of speech and language 
development in the hearing-impaired child as compared to hearing peers. 
Non-verbal pragmatic strategies fo r hearing-impaired children aged 1:10 
years to 5 years were reported to be delayed in re la tion  to hearing 
peers of the same chronological age. As hearing impaired children  
become older, however, they often do not in i t ia te  communication and are 
noted to demonstrate pragmatic s k i l ls  that seem inappropriate to the 
language context. The average hearing-impaired ch ild 's  comprehension of 
syntactic structures does not reach the same level as the average 
hearing child  entering the f i r s t  grade. Expressive language samples of 
hearing-impaired children ages 4 to 15 years revealed syntactic maturity  
below the average normal hearing 3-year-o ld . The average 19-year old 
hearing-impaired ch ild 's  knowledge of morphological rules did not reach 
the level of peers aged 9 to 10 years of age. Semantic language
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development in the hearing-impaired child  showed d e f ic i ts  in 
comprehension of basic concepts which are found in 
primary/elementary-grade textbooks. These semantic d e f ic its  pose 
problems fo r the hearing impaired child in the area of reading, due to a 
lack o f basic s k i l ls  to f a c i l i t a t e  reading comprehension. These basic 
s k i l ls  include vocabulary/semantic understanding and a knowledge of 
meaning changes due to sentence context.
Communicative intents and semantic functions are the precursors to 
more complex language structures, such as vocabulary. Owens (1984) 
stated the research l i te ra tu re  supports the notion that comprehension of 
language precedes production of language. Based on th is  assumption, an 
understanding of semantic functions and vocabulary must precede the 
expressive use of these segments of language. The communicator must 
have a base knowledge of vocabulary to convey a meaning/thought, and 
once th is  base has been established, can then develop and revise the 
syntactic structures used. The l i te ra tu re  previously cited reported 
that hearing-impaired children's comprehension of English syntax, 
semantic, and pragmatic s k i l ls ,  as well as reading, were delayed rather  
than disordered. However, as hearing-impaired children become older, 
th e ir  language s k i l ls  appear to be disordered due to the lack of 
knowledge of morphological rules and pragmatic routines. This leads to 
the hypothesis that hearing-impaired children develop language in the 
same order as hearing peers during the early years of language 
development, only more slowly. Vocabulary/semantic language development 
is the basis on which pragmatic and morphological ru le s /s k i l ls  develop. 
The meaning/semantic concept must be understood before the concept can
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
be used correctly  to convey the intended meaning. Pragmatics and 
morphology are rule-based systems overlaid on semantic 
concepts/vocabulary to derive various meanings. Therefore, 
vocabulary/semantic language tra in ing  is an important f i r s t  step for  
"normal" morphological and pragmatic s k i l ls  development.
In the past, statements have been noted to suggest that 
hearing-impaired children, as a resu lt of th e ir  hearing loss, are not 
l ik e  hearing peers and the hearing-impaired child  should not be expected 
to f i t  into the normal hearing population's "mold" of speech and 
language development. Children who are severely to profoundly 
hearing-impaired may be enrolled in programs designed s p e c if ic a lly  fo r  
hearing-impaired children, such as schools for the deaf. This may be 
appropriate fo r some hearing-impaired children (e .g . ,  those children  
whose sole mode of communication is sign language). However, those 
hearing-impaired children who w il l  be mainstreamed into the regular 
education classroom fo r any amount of time would benefit from 
remediation of language s k i l ls  that follows the course of the 
developmental milestones of hearing peers. Society judges individuals  
by the language they use, both the content of the message 
(vocabulary/semantic language) and the form (how the utterance is 
ordered). Previously cited l i te ra tu re  has suggested that 
hearing-impaired children do not understand the rules of pragmatics and 
morphology because they do not fu l ly  comprehend the vocabulary/semantic 
concept which is the base for th is  development. Hearing-impaired 
children, p a rt ic u la r ly  those who are or w il l  be mainstreamed into the 
classroom with hearing peers, need to develop th e ir  semantic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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language/vocabulary as th e ir  hearing peers so that the hearing-impaired 
child  w il l  have the potential to use language as do hearing peers.
Skarakis and Prutting (1977) suggested that evaluation of a 
preschool-aged, hearing-impaired ch ild 's  communication could id e n tify  a 
delay in the ch ild 's  use of communicative intents and semantic functions 
and serve as a guideline fo r the content and sequencing of language 
remediation programs. Brenza et a l .  (1981) noted that "educators f i r s t  
need to evaluate, then teach basic concepts . . .  before attempting more 
d i f f i c u l t  or abstract concepts used in upper-level textbooks" (p. 419). 
Davis (1974) suggested tes t results could serve as a guideline for  
language therapy, provide teachers with an understanding of why the 
hearing-impaired child is having d i f f ic u l ty  with p articu la r  materials, 
and as supportive documentation for academic placement with hearing 
peers. Many concepts may not be learned natura lly  but may require 
specific teaching (Davis, 1974). Therefore, i t  is necessary to 
determine the semantic functioning level of hearing-impaired children in 
re la tio n  to th e ir  hearing peers so as to assist in the development of a 
remediation program.
Various tests have been developed to assess the hearing-impaired 
ch ild 's  language development. However, few of the tests report 
normative data fo r  hearing peers and therefore do not allow for  
comparison between the two groups. The focus of th is  study w il l  be to 
compare the semantic/vocabulary age equivalency score of the Total 
Communication Receptive Vocabulary Test (TCRVT), a receptive vocabulary 
tes t  developed fo r hard of-hearing and deaf children, to the Peabodv 
Picture Vocabularv Test-Revised f PPVT-Rl . a receptive vocabulary test
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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developed fo r normal hearing children, on a sample of hearing children  
as a preliminary study of concurrent v a l id i ty .  Specific considerations 
fo r the assessment of vocabulary s k i l ls  of hearing impaired children  
follow.
The remainder of th is  chapter w il l  discuss special issues/concerns, 
which d i f f e r  from considerations fo r testing normal hearing children, 
fo r the assessment of vocabulary of the hearing-impaired ch ild . Those 
areas include: (a) specific  concerns when testing hearing-impaired
children, (b) tests designed to assess receptive vocabulary of the 
hearing impaired ch ild , (c) normative data compiled on hearing-impaired 
children 's  performance on receptive vocabulary tes ts , and (d) the Total 
Communication Receptive Vocabularv Test.
Special Concerns When Testing Hearing-Impaired Children
Speech and language assessment for the hearing-impaired child  
includes the same basic components as assessment of normal hearing 
children. For example, receptive and expressive language s k i l ls  are 
assessed as well as auditory a b i l i t ie s .  Measures of speech and language 
s t im u la b ility  are taken to assess the ch ild 's  potential performance 
level as compared to the ch ild 's  typical performance le v e l.  Remedial 
options are discussed with the parent when assessment results warrant 
such an action. The method of presentation of test protocol is 
determined by the severity of the hearing loss and the method of 
communication used by the hearing-impaired child  (Thompson et a l . ,
1987). Children with a hearing loss may use a form of sign language as 
th e ir  mode o f communication and the use of th is  mode fo r presentation of 
the tes t enhances the examiner's chance of obtaining the ch ild 's  optimal
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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communicative performance. Special considerations are required fo r oral 
instructions to insure that the words used by the examiner are 
understood by the child  (Thompson et a l . ,  1987). These authors also 
noted that caution be used when assessment involves a tes t not designed 
or standardized on hearing-impaired children, because modifications in 
tes t presentation to meet the ch ild 's  communicative needs may decrease 
the v a l id i ty  of the tes t results due to such factors as non-verbal cues 
( e .g . ,  fac ia l expressions, iconic manual signs) when using sign 
language.
Although i t  is helpful to assess how hearing-impaired children  
perform on tests developed fo r hearing peers fo r the determination of a 
delay in language development, the l i te ra tu re  has documented that  
differences were noted in a l l  areas of language development of the 
hearing-impaired child  as compared to hearing peers and therefore, these 
two groups cannot be compared one-to-one. Tests and informal measures 
that are presented in the ch ild 's  mode of communication and that have 
been standardized on hearing impaired and hearing children would provide 
a more comprehensive examination of the hearing-impaired ch ild 's  
language s k i l ls .  Obtaining these measures w il l  give an indication of 
the c h ild 's  performance p o ten tia l. The examiner has the potential to 
obtain a more complete and accurate summary of the level of the 
hearing-impaired ch ild 's  communication a b i l i t ie s  as compared to hearing 
and hearing-impaired peers. Based on the assessment data, a remediation 
program can then be developed. Receptive vocabulary tests for  
hearing-impaired children w il l  be discussed next.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Tests Designed to Assess the Receptive Vocabularv of the 
Hearing-Impaired Child
Assessment of receptive language s k i l ls  of hearing-impaired 
children is provided by subtests of the Rhode Island Test of Language 
Structure I RITIS. 1983), the SKI-HI Receptive Language Test f SKI-HI RLT. 
1975), the SKI-HI Language Development Scale f SKI-HI LOS. 1979), the 
Test o f Receptive Language A b il i ty  (TERLA, 1981), and the Test of 
Syntactic A b i l i t ie s  (ISA, 1978). However, only the Carolina Picture 
Vocabularv Test ( CPVT. 1985) and the Total Communication Receptive 
Vocabularv Test (TCRVT. 1981) were designed s p e c if ic a lly  as receptive  
vocabulary tests fo r  the hearing impaired. The RITLS. TERLA and TCRVT 
are the only tests which assess receptive vocabulary and report 
normative data for both hearing and hearing-impaired children. A more 
detailed  description of hearing-impaired children's performance on 
receptive vocabulary tests is presented in the next section.
Normative Data Compiled on Hearing-Impaired Children's Performance on 
Receptive Vocabularv Tests
The test scores achieved by hearing-impaired children on receptive  
vocabulary tests designed for normal hearing children have indicated 
that hearing-impaired children 's semantic concept development was 
delayed (Brenza et a l . ,  1981). Limited data are available on the 
performance of hearing children on receptive vocabulary tests designed 
fo r  hearing-impaired children. This re s tr ic ts  the a b i l i t y  of the 
examiner to determine how the hearing-impaired ch ild 's  receptive  
language performance compares to hearing peers. Such information is 
needed to develop a remediation program. The CPVT does not include
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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normative data fo r  hearing children because i t  was designed as a test to 
assess hearing-impaired children's receptive American Sign Language 
(ASL) vocabulary with peers who use ASL as th e ir  primary mode of 
communication. Sign language is not the primary mode of communication 
fo r  most hearing individuals and therefore examination of th is  group's 
receptive sign language vocabulary would not render data useful for  
comparison of receptive sign language s k i l ls  between hearing and 
hearing-impaired individuals unless the primary mode of communication of 
the hearing group was American Sign Language.
The RITLS was designed to assess the hearing-impaired ch ild 's  
comprehension of language structures; syntactic and semantic processing 
of sentences. Normative data were developed fo r hearing and 
hearing-impaired children. Although semantic understanding was 
addressed, i t  was incorporated within the test sentence structures and 
not as a separate subtest. The hearing impaired ch ild 's  fa i lu re  to 
understand a syntactic structure may influence his answer and fa lse ly  
lead the examiner to an assumption of a d e f ic i t  in the ch ild 's  semantic 
level o f development. The hearing impaired child may comprehend the 
vocabulary words/semantic meanings as individual components, but not 
comprehend the meaning of the sentence structure as a whole. This 
measure of sentence/syntactic comprehension could be compared with 
normal hearing children, but caution should be used when interpreting  
the results in order to determine the level of comprehension of 
vocabulary words/semantic understanding.
The TERLA was designed to assess the hearing-impaired ch ild 's  
comprehension of semantic language structures. Normative data were
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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presented fo r  hearing-impaired children aged 6 to 12 years and normal 
hearing Grade 1 children. A moderate correlation coeffic ien t was 
reported fo r concurrent v a l id i ty  with the Peabodv Picture Vocabularv 
Test, Forms A and B f PPVT-A.Bl . The test may be used to demonstrate the 
hearing-impaired ch ild 's  general patterns of semantic language 
defic iencies.
The TCRVT was developed to assess the hard-of hearing and deaf 
c h ild 's  receptive vocabulary development using to ta l communication for  
presentation of the stimulus vocabulary words. Total communication is 
the use o f simultaneous spoken and signed words by the 
teacher/instructor/examiner. The TCRVT provides normative data on 
normal hearing children which suggests that normal hearing children  
reach a plateau or the ce iling  of the tes t at an age of 5:11 years, 
while the derived age equivalency for the same raw score was 8:0 years 
to 8:6 years for deaf children and 6:0 years to 6:6 years for  
hard-of hearing children.
Data on normal hearing children's performances on receptive  
vocabulary tests designed for the hearing-impaired, although lim ited ,  
demonstrate normal hearing children precede th e ir  hearing-impaired peers 
in receptive vocabulary development. Determining the hearing impaired 
c h ild 's  receptive vocabulary performance can then be compared to 
hearing-impaired peers to determine a level of receptive vocabulary 
functioning. The level of receptive vocabulary functioning can be 
compared to data obtained from hearing children for determination of a 
receptive language age and a remediation program can be developed based 
on the assumption that hearing-impaired children develop receptive
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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language/vocabulary as do normal hearing children, but at a slower rate  
(Curtiss et a l ,  1979; Skarakis & Prutting, 1977). Skarakis and Prutting  
(1977), Curtiss et a l .  (1979), and Davis (1974) have suggested that 
through remediation, hearing-impaired children with semantic language 
delays can achieve higher levels of language performance. The next 
section w il l  discuss strengths and lim ita tions of the TCRVT.
The Total Communication Receptive Vocabularv Test
The TCRVT was designed fo r the assessment o f the hearing-impaired 
c h ild 's  receptive vocabulary. A comparison can be made of a 
hearing-impaired ch ild 's  performance with hearing-impaired and hearing 
peers. The test has normative data fo r hard-of-hearing (35-58 dBHL 
loss) children aged 4:0 years to 11:11 years; deaf (85 dBHL or greater 
loss) children aged 3:0 years to 12:11 years and hearing children aged 
3:0 years to 5:11 years. Hearing and hearing-impaired subjects were 
excluded from the study i f :  (a) they demonstrated additional learning
d is a b i l i t ie s ,  (b) were multihandicapped, (c) had behavior which 
in terfered  with learning, (d) came from bilingual homes, (e) were not 
hearing-impaired p re lin g u is t ic a lly  (hearing-impaired subjects only), and 
( f )  were exposed to to ta l communication fo r less than two years 
(hearing-impaired subjects on ly).
Vocabulary selection was completed by including words that met the 
following c r i te r ia :  (a) words which had re la t iv e ly  standard American
Sign Language and Signing Exact English signs, (b) words represented by 
iconic signs progressing to words with abstract sign movements, (c) 
vocabulary words which were most commonly taught to deaf children in the
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early  years, and (d) words found among the 500 most common words in the 
English language (TCRVT. 1981).
The TCRVT contains 75 tes t plates with four pictures per p la te .
The ch ild  is instructed to "Show me  A raw score is converted to
an age level by consulting the table appropriate fo r the ch ild 's  hearing 
loss. Raw scores can also be converted fo r deaf children with parents 
with good to excellent signing s k i l ls  or poor to f a i r  signing s k i l ls .  
This is beneficial to teachers and c lin ic ians who wish to demonstrate to 
parents the valuable ro le they play in the early language development of 
th e ir  ch ild . The authors reported that the TCRVT was a valid  measure of 
receptive vocabulary growth between the ages of 3 to 10 years; however, 
that could not be generalized to the ages of 11 to 12 years because the 
tes t did not have the power to demonstrate growth. A plateau in 
performance was evident.
A potential shortcoming of the TCRVT is that inadequate descriptors 
were provided for the inclusionary c r i te r ia  of the normal hearing 
population. The term "normal hearing" was not defined, nor was the 
semantic language development age of th is  population v e r if ie d . I t  was 
assumed the vocabulary of th is  population was normal i f  they did not 
demonstrate additional learning d is a b i l i t ie s ;  however, such an 
assumption may be inaccurate. For example, a 4-year old child may have 
the receptive vocabulary s k i l ls  of a 3-year old, indicating a 
1 year delay. I f  th is  child was not labeled learning disabled, the 
assumption would be that th is  child was performing at age le v e l,  an 
inaccurate assumption that would lead to reporting of invalid  normative 
data fo r  that age group. This method fo r inclusionary factors was not
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adequate to rule out receptive language delays of the subjects. 
Therefore, the data collected on the normal hearing population may not 
be a va lid  representation of normal hearing children's performance on 
th is  te s t .  Results of the l i te ra tu re  review w il l  be summarized in the 
next section.
Statement o f the Problem
Language development has been documented to progress more slowly in 
the hearing-impaired population when compared to th e ir  hearing peers. 
Importance has been placed on the necessity of comparing 
hearing-impaired children 's semantic receptive language performance to 
that of normal hearing peers in order to assist in the development of 
remediation programs. Remediation is important to the development of 
understanding of word meanings, language functions and how to use 
language fo r fa c i l i t a t io n  of higher academic achievement, such as 
reading. The Rhode Island Test of Language Structures is a test  
designed to assess hearing-impaired children's comprehension of 
syntactic and semantic structures. The RITLS provides normative data 
fo r  hearing and hearing-impaired children. Semantic understanding was 
incorporated within the sentence structures on the RITLS and th is  may 
have influenced the children 's normative data fo r th is language area, as 
was noted in discussion of tests which assess receptive vocabulary. The 
Test o f Receptive Language A b il i ty  ( TERLA) is designed to assess the 
hearing-impaired ch ild 's  comprehension of semantic language structures. 
Normative data were presented fo r hearing impaired and hearing children; 
however, no normative information for preschool children was provided to 
permit comparison between hearing-impaired and hearing preschool-aged
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children. The Carolina Picture Vocabularv Test is designed to assess 
hearing-impaired children 's comprehension of American Sign Language 
Vocabulary and does not provide normative data for hearing children.
The only tes t designed to assess receptive vocabulary sp e c if ic a lly  and 
provide normative data fo r hearing and hearing-impaired children is the 
Total Communication Receptive Vocabularv Test. The TCRVT is a receptive 
language/vocabulary tes t which attempted to develop normative data for 
hearing, hard of-hearing and deaf children, but the author imposed 
l im ita t io n s . Inclusionary c r i te r ia  fo r the normal hearing subject group 
were not defined c le a r ly .  S pec if ica lly , semantic/receptive vocabulary 
age was not v e r i f ie d ,  nor was "normal hearing" q u a lif ied . An unknown 
hearing loss and/or a receptive vocabulary age above or below the 
c h ild 's  chronological age would confound the tes t resu lts , thereby 
rendering the normative data inva lid . Thus, a need exists to determine 
whether the normative data for the normal hearing population on the 
TCRVT are va lid . S p ec if ica lly , research was not performed to determine 
the concurrent v a l id i ty  of the TCRVT. A preliminary exploration of the 
concurrent v a l id i ty  of the TCRVT with the Peabodv Picture Vocabularv 
Test-Revised was the focus of the present study. The purpose of th is  
study was to answer the following question: Was there a s ign ificant
difference between the TCRVT-derived age equivalency, the mean age 
equivalency score of the age equivalency range, and the PPVT-R-M age 
equivalency for normal hearing children?
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Chapter I I  
Methods
Selection of Subjects
Subject selection was made by contacting superintendents and 
principals of schools in rural northeast Washington that were serviced 
by th is  speech-1anguage pathologist and which provide preschool 
programs. Each superintendent and principal was presented with deta ils  
of the proposed study, which included: (a) the population to be
assessed (children enrolled in the preschool program and who had a 
chronological age between 2:10 years and 4:9 years), (b) the to ta l test  
time per subject (approximately 55 minutes: a 5-minute hearing 
screening, 20 minutes for presentation of each receptive vocabulary 
te s t ,  10-minute intermission between test presentations given, i f  the 
child  shows test fa t ig u e ),  (c) mention of the presumably minimal r is k  of 
harm to the child  from partic ipating  in the picture-pointing tasks for  
each te s t ,  (d) asking parents to sign a form giving consent fo r th e ir  
ch ild  to partic ipate  in the study, and (e) informing parents of the test 
resu lts  and referring  children who scored one or more years below th e ir  
chronological age to the school d is t r ic t  for follow-up testing (see 
Appendix A for Consent Form). Those school d is t r ic ts  that gave approval 
fo r partic ipation  in the study made up the sources from which subjects 
were chosen (see Appendix B). The fam ilies of the children enrolled in 
the preschool programs were given an information sheet regarding the 
proposed study, which provided the same information presented to the 
school d is t r ic t  superintendents and principals . They were asked to read 
the Consent Form and ask any questions they might have. Each
17
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parent/guardian was asked to sign a le t t e r  of consent i f  they agreed to 
have th e ir  child  partic ipate  in the study. Those children whose parents 
gave consent to p artic ipate  constituted the subject pool.
Subject C r ite r ia
Thirty-two subjects partic ipated in the study, with an equal number 
of males and females in each of the four language-age categories (see 
c r ite r io n  ( f ) )  to ru le out possible tes t score differences due to sex. 
Subjects had to meet the following c r i te r ia  to partic ipate : (a) hearing
within normal l im its ,  (b) no reported vision concerns, (c) enrollment in 
a preschool program, but not receiving d irec t speech and/or language 
services by a speech-1anguage pathologist, (d) no other handicapping 
condition, (e) no assessment with the Peabodv Picture Vocabulary Test 
Revised (Form M) or the Total Communication Receptive Vocabularv Test 
within the previous year, and ( f )  a receptive language age between 3 
years (range of 2:9 years to 3:3 years) and 4:6 years (range of 4:4 
years to 4:9 years), as determined by the PPVT-R-M. Each c r ite r io n  w il l  
be discussed next.
Hearing
Hearing was screened to ensure that each ch ild 's  hearing acuity  
could be c lass if ied  within normal l im its .  Hearing screenings were 
performed by th is speech-1anguage pathologist, A portable Bel tone 
audiometer (Model 119, calibrated 6/14/89) was used to screen the 
subjects' hearing fo r the frequencies 500 Hz, 1,000 Hz, 2,000 Hz, and 
4,000 Hz. Subjects were required to pass a b ila te ra l  pure-tone 
screening at 20 dBHL fo r the above frequencies to meet the c r ite r io n  of 
hearing within normal l im its  according to ASHA guidelines (ASHA, 1984).
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Twenty dBHL was chosen as the minimal level fo r passing the screening 
due to the testing environment having low ambient noise.
Vision
Vision was informally assessed. Parents were questioned as to 
concerns about vision and preschool records were reviewed. The children 
were asked to name the pictures on the f i r s t  practice plate of the 
PPVT-R-M to informally probe fo r possible vision problems that could 
confound resu lts . The ch ild 's  performance on the tests could be 
confounded i f  poor vision did not permit them to see the stim uli.  
Enrollment in Preschool Program
Children were required to be enrolled in a preschool program. This 
was included to rule out the p o s s ib il ity  of differences between test  
data based on those children who received preschool services and those 
who did not. The difference between language experiences/stimulation  
between the preschool programs was thought to be less than the potential 
difference between those children in preschool programs receiving 
language enrichment and those not. The subjects of th is  study were 
enrolled in f ive  d if fe re n t  preschool programs which were accessible to 
the investigator. I t  was stipulated that a child could not be receiving 
speech and/or language services d ire c t ly  from a speech-1anguage 
pathologist at the time of th is  study. School records were reviewed for 
documentation on th is  subject for each ch ild . Permission to review the 
records was within the job parameters of the investigator of the present 
study as the speech-1anguage pathologist fo r  each of the preschool 
programs included.
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Handicapping Condition
Children with other handicapping conditions, such as: cerebral
palsy, poor vision acuity, poor hearing, and behaviorally disabled 
children were excluded from th is  study. Such conditions could 
p o te n tia l ly  hinder the ch ild 's  performance on the tests and confound the 
data. Student f i le s  were reviewed fo r information/documentation on th is  
c r ite r io n .
Previous Language Assessments
The child  was not to have been assessed with the PPVT-R-M or TCRVT 
within the previous year. Use of these instruments within the span of 
one year could confound test results by the p o s s ib il ity  of the child  
learning the te s t .  School records and the speech-1anguage pathologist's  
documentation (from the previous and current years) were reviewed to 
confirm th is  c r ite r io n  fo r each child .
Receptive Language Age
Children between the chronological age of 3 to 5 years were asked 
to partic ipate  in the study. However, the ch ild 's  receptive language 
age was a more important and c r i t ic a l  element fo r the study, as th is  
would be used to measure the concurrent v a l id ity  of the TCRVT. To 
determine the ch ild 's  receptive language age, the PPVT-R-M was 
administered. Based on the PPVT-R-M. only those children who scored an 
age equivalency between 2:10 years and 4:9 years met the subject 
selection c r i te r ia .  I f  any children had scored one or more years 
delayed (below th e ir  chronological age) they would have been excluded 
from the study and not included in the s ta t is t ic a l  analysis. In 
addition, the parents of these children would have been n o tif ied  of the
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te s t resu lts  and a re fe rra l made for follow-up testing to be conducted 
by the school d is t r ic t .  See the next section of th is  chapter for  
complete d e ta ils  of test administration.
Receptive Language Assessment
The Peabodv Picture Vocabularv Test-Revised f PPVT-R. 1981) was
chosen fo r th is  preliminary study to explore the concurrent v a l id i ty  of
the TCRVT. The PPVT-R was selected based on the following factors: (a)
has re l ia b le  internal consistency (Form L-Md=.80, Form M-Md=.81), (b) 
has re l ia b le  tes t re tes t s ta b i l i ty  (raw scores Md=.82, standard scores 
Md=.79), (c) had a moderate correlation with other vocabulary tests and 
receptive vocabulary subtests of in te lligence tests (Md=.71), (d) 
minimal differences between male and female performance, (e) had a large 
sample size for standardization (N=4,200), ( f )  ease of administration, 
time constraints, and s im ila r ity  to the TCRVT in format, and (g)
normative data fo r hearing-impaired children are reported by Forde
(1977).
The PPVT-R-M and TCRVT standardized tests were administered by the 
investigator, a Washington-state c e r t i f ie d  speech-1anguage pathologist. 
Form M of the PPVT-R was chosen as i t  had the least number of duplicate  
items (4) when compared to the items on the TCRVT. The order of 
administration of the two tests was alternated to counterbalance for  
possible learning and/or ordering effects (see Appendix C). Each child  
was tested in d iv idua lly , with each tes t presented as per the tes t manual 
instructions as described next. The TCRVT and PPVT-R-M each consist of 
tes t plates with four pictures per p late . The child is instructed to 
"Show me _____." Each child was given the three practice tes t plates
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fo r demonstration of the pointing task fo r the te s t .  Reinforcement was 
provided verbally ; however, no specific words were said to Indicate  
whether the child  had made the correct choice on the test Items. The 
testing  environment was well lighted , quiet, and free of d istractions.  
Comfortable seating was provided and a minimum of a 10-m1nute 
Intermission was given between tes ts . The Investigator and child played 
with toys during th is  Intermission. In the event that the child was not 
w il l in g  to resume tes ting , the Intermission was extended f iv e  minutes 
and testing  continued a f te r  that time. Intermissions were also given I f  
a child  began to show fatigue in the form of restlessness or 
unwillingness to remain on task.
Total testing time per child  was approximately 55 minutes ( I . e . ,  
5-m1nute hearing screening, 20 minutes for each test and a 10-minute 
Interm ission). Administration of the PPVT-R-M began at the Item number 
on the form that corresponded with the ch ild 's  chronological age. A 
ce llin g  was reached when six of eight consecutive items were missed.
The c e llin g  score was noted and the errors were subtracted to y ie ld  a 
raw score. The raw score was then converted to an age equivalency by 
procedures described In the tes t manual. The TCRVT administration began 
with tes t p late number one. Testing proceeded until f iv e  consecutive 
Items were missed. The la s t  Item missed Indicated the response ce lling  
and was noted. Errors were subtracted from the ce lling  number to y ie ld  
a raw score. The TCRVT does not provide a specific age equivalency for 
raw score conversion; rather, an age equivalency range Is stated. For 
computation, the Investigator obtained the mean age fo r the age 
equivalency range referred to as the derived age equivalency and used
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th is  mean fo r s ta t is t ic a l  analysis. Based on the data collected on the 
PPVT-R-M. children were placed into receptive language age groups as 
defined in the following section.
Data D istribution
The subjects were grouped into the following receptive language age 
categories, based on the age equivalency scores on the PPVT-R-M: (a)
3-year-olds (2:10 years to 3:3 years), (b) 3:6-year-olds (3:4 years to 
3:9 years), (c) 4-year-olds (3:10 years to 4:3 years), and (d) 
4:6-year-olds (4:4 years to 4:9 years). An N of eight subjects per 
receptive language age category participated in the study and were used 
fo r s ta t is t ic a l  analysis of the data obtained from the TCRVT and PPVT-R- 
M receptive language ages. A to ta l of 40 subjects were tested for the 
determination of the eight subjects fo r each age category. No subjects 
scored one year or more below th e ir  chronological age and, therefore, no 
re fe r ra ls  were made fo r follow-up language testing in the school 
d is t r ic t .  Two subjects scored below the 2:10-year minimal age level and 
six subjects scored greater than the 4:9-year maximal age level for 
inclusion in the study.
S ta t is t ic a l  Analysis
The age equivalency scores from the TCRVT and PPVT-R-M were 
subjected to data analysis to determine the concurrent v a l id ity  of the 
TCRVT. The data were analyzed, using the student's two ta ile d  t  tes t to 
determine whether there was a s ig n ifican t difference at the .05 
significance level between the mean receptive language ages of the two 
tests in each of the four age categories. The t  tes t was chosen because 
i t  is a measure that would allow a re la t iv e ly  easy comparison of the
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tes t resu lts , is appropriate fo r studies using a small population 
sample, and is the s ta t is t ic  that may be used when obtaining information 
about mean scores within a sample of the population to test whether the 
difference is s ig n if ica n t.
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Chapter I I I  
Results
Thirty-two preschool children with receptive age equivalencies 
between 2:10 years and 4:9 years were divided equally into four age 
equivalency categories. The subjects were administered the PPVT-R-M and 
TCRVT. Response forms were scored and the raw scores were converted 
into age equivalencies. The TCRVT reported age equivalencies as a range 
and therefore the mean age within each age range was used for the 
s ta t is t ic a l  computation. The children were placed into one of the four 
age groups based on th e ir  performance on the PPVT-R-M. The mean age 
equivalency (in  months), standard deviation, and mean difference between 
the PPVT-R-M and TCRVT scores fo r each of the four age categories are 
l is te d  in Table 1:
Table 1
Mean age equivalencies, standard deviations, mean differences, t  test  
scores, and Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients of normal 
hearing children on the TCRVT and PPVT-R-M
Mean PPVT-R-M 
Age 
Equivalency
Mean TCRVT 
Age 
Equivalency
Overall
Standard
Deviations
Mean
Difference t  Value
Pearson
r
37.6 45.6 14.7 8.0 -.546* .35
42.4 48.8 15.6 6.4 -.409* .80
49.3 57.0 11.2 7.8 -.692* .80
55.1 59.3 18.7 4.1 -.221* ,80
NOTE: Age equivalencies reported in months.
*t values were not s ign ificant at the .05 level (d f=7).
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The overall standard deviation from the mean ranged from 11.2 
months to 18.7 months; approximately 1 to 1:6 years of variation from 
the mean. The mean difference between age equivalency scores on the 
PPVT-R-M and TCRVT fo r each age category varied from 8.0  months at the 
2 : 10-year to 3:3-year level to 4.1 months at the 4:4-year to 4:9 year 
le v e l .  A decrease in the mean difference between age equivalency scores 
on the TCRVT and PPVT-R-M as a function of increase in age were noted, 
with the exception of the 3 : 10-year to 4:3-year category. Mean scores 
fo r  female and males within each age category varied minimally (see 
Appendix D fo r individual subject data). A comparison of the age 
equivalency means fo r each age equivalency category was made, using the 
Student's two ta i le d  t  test (df=7)^. The t  values were not s ignificant  
at the .05 level for any age equivalency category comparison.
Overall results indicated no differences between the four 6-month 
age categories (2:9 years to 4:9 years) for the PPVT-R-M and TCRVT. 
Standard deviations from the mean indicated wide v a r ia b i l i ty  of 
performance.
Pearson product-moment correlation coeffic ients fo r the PPVT-R-M 
and TCRVT raw scores were .80 for the age equivalency categories 3:4 
years to 3:9 years, 3:10 years to 4:3 years, and 4:4 years to 4:9 years. 
The Pearson r  coe ff ic ien t fo r the 2:10 year to 3:3 year age equivalency 
category was .35.
H=M-tf df=N-l=7 
«■M
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Discussion
A preliminary exploration of the concurrent v a l id i ty  of the TCRVT 
with the PPVT-R-M was the focus of the present study. The purpose of
the study was to determine whether there was a s ign ificant difference
between the TCRVT-derived age equivalency and the PPVT-R-M age 
equivalency for normal hearing children.
The data obtained from the TCRVT and PPVT-R-M for each of the age 
equivalency categories revealed no s ign ificant differences between the 
two tests fo r  any age category. In addition, differences in performance 
of males and females were minimal and presumed neg lig ib le . Five of the
stimulus pictures on the TCRVT (as shown in Figure 1) were judged to be
ambiguous by the investigator, as the children appeared confused and 
therefore may have affected the subjects' raw scores and resultant age 
equivalency measures (see Appendix E). The ambiguous items included 
"under," " in ,"  "behind," "on," and "another," which required syntactic 
as well as semantic knowledge of the concepts.
Although the subjects had sim ilar scores on the TCRVT within each 
age equivalency category, note that the TCRVT does not give a specific  
age equivalency fo r a raw score conversion, rather an age equivalency 
range is provided. For computation, the investigator obtained the mean 
age fo r the age equivalency range and used th is  mean fo r s ta t is t ic a l  
analysis. Scores on the TCRVT that did not correspond spec if ica lly  with 
a raw score in the tes t manual table for normal hearing children were 
considered to be at the lower age range level (e .g . ,  a score of 58 was
27
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t o v s
Figure 1
Stimulus pictures of the Total Communication Receptive Vocabularv Test 
judged to be ambiguous
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matched with the age range equivalency fo r the score of 57, and not that 
of the next higher score, 63). This method may have biased the analysis 
resu lts  because i t  did not permit the opportunity fo r high scores to 
ra ise the mean age equivalency score; however, scoring procedures were 
not provided in the tes t manual to compensate fo r such scores. The 
Pearson product-moment correlation coeffic ients indicated a moderately 
strong re lationship  (r= .80) between the raw scores of the PPVT-R-M and 
TCRVT fo r  the three oldest age categories, and a weak relationship  
{r».3S) fo r the youngest age category. This weak relationship was most 
l ik e ly  due to the degree of v a r ia b i l i ty  in the subjects' raw scores on 
both tes ts . The moderately strong correlation in the three oldest age 
groups indicated a close relationship between the PPVT-R-M and TCRVT for 
concurrent v a l id i ty .
The general pattern exhibited by the data is that as children get 
older, the mean difference between the TCRVT and PPVT-R-M age 
equivalency scores decreases. The standard deviation generally  
increases as the age equivalency score increases. This suggests that 
although the difference between tes t scores decreases as age increases, 
the overall decrease in mean age differences may be in part due to the 
increase in the standard deviation acceptable range that is normal 
v a r ia b i l i t y .  This would permit greater v a r ia b i l i ty  in scores before the 
difference was termed s ig n if ica n t. Therefore, caution must be used when 
in terpre ting  th is  study's resu lts . The TCRVT scoring conversion 
l im ita t io n  noted previously has implications for future research and the 
use of the TCRVT as a c l in ic a l tool for the determination of a
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hearing-impaired ch ild 's  receptive vocabulary/semantic age equivalency 
in re la t io n  to hearing peers. A discussion of c l in ic a l implications and 
future research follow.
C lin ica l Implications
The results of th is  preliminary study suggest that the TCRVT norms 
fo r  normal hearing children are a va lid  representation of the 
performance of th is  population on the TCRVT. Based on th is , the TCRVT 
could be used fo r the assessment of a hearing impaired child to compare 
his receptive vocabulary/semantic performance to hearing-impaired and 
hearing peers. A remediation program could be implemented which has 
used the derived-age equivalency score from the TCRVT as the measure of 
level o f receptive vocabulary functioning. Quigley and Paul (1984) 
reported that vocabulary/semantic knowledge was one major component in 
determining whether a child w il l  be a successful reader. The knowledge 
of vocabulary/semantic language is important in the development of 
language as a base fo r pragmatic and morphological development (Cooper, 
1967; Kolzak, 1983). Once the age equivalency score on the TCRVT has 
been obtained, a comparison to normal hearing peers would identify  areas 
of d e f ic i t  in semantic development. This information would prove 
beneficial in determination of a starting point for fa c i l i ta t in g  
vocabulary comprehension and production in the hearing-impaired child .
As noted in Davis (1974), determination of vocabulary/semantic 
development could help teachers to understand the hearing-impaired 
c h ild 's  language needs and why that child may have had d i f f ic u l ty  in the 
classroom on written language tasks, and for the older hearing-impaired 
c h ild , d i f f ic u l ty  in reading. As previously reported, the older a
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hearing-impaired child  becomes, the more his pragmatic and morphological 
competence appears to be delayed. The lack of appropriate vocabulary 
leaves children at a disadvantage fo r social situations and overall 
communication. Information about the vocabulary/semantic functioning 
le v e l ,  one important base of language development, would permit 
documentation of areas of language weakness and concerns could then be 
addressed systematically and not randomly in a "h it and miss" manner.
A lim ita t io n  of the present study was the small N. One score
somewhat removed from other scores within a category w il l  have a greater 
e ffe c t  on the overall mean than for a group with a large N. In 
addition, a small N l im its  the potential variation between scores within  
a group because the opportunity does not exist for a demonstration of 
the potential v a r ia b i l i ty  of age equivalency scores.
A second lim ita t io n  of th is study was the omission of obtaining
subjects older than 5 years. Normative information was provided for 
th is  age of the normal hearing population on the TCRVT and data obtained 
fo r  children older than 5 years of age would allow a completed 
comparison of the norms provided on the TCRVT.
Lack of te s t-re te s t  r e l ia b i l i t y  on the TCRVT as well as in th is  
study could p o ten tia lly  demonstrate the v a r ia b i l i ty  in children's  
performance on the TCRVT. This r e l ia b i l i t y  measure would lend more 
confidence in the tes t scores obtained and the resultant interpretation  
of the ch ild 's  receptive vocabulary/semantic language age.
Another l im ita t io n  of the present study was the lack of d ivers ity  
of populations. This study presented information on the performance of 
a specific  preschool population on the TCRVT and did not address other
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populations. This l im its  the generalizations which could be made from 
the obtained data to other populations. Other populations could include 
non preschoolers or a d if fe re n t  socio-economic status population.
This study reported information for the concurrent v a l id i ty  of the 
TCRVT in re la tion  to one other te s t ,  the PPVT-R-M. I t  would prove 
beneficial to perform such a measure with other vocabulary and language 
tests fo r comparison of concurrent v a l id ity .
Future Research
This study was designed as a preliminary exploration of the 
concurrent v a l id i ty  of the TCRVT with the PPVT-R-M. Due to time 
constraints and the lim ited number of subjects available to the 
investigator, a rep lica tion  of th is  study with a larger N should be 
completed to v e r ify  th is study's results. In addition, data should be 
obtained fo r normal hearing children greater than 5 years of age to 
determine i f  the normative data reported by the author of the TCRVT is 
va lid  fo r that age.
Collection of a large normative sample for the normal hearing 
population would permit the development of more precise raw score to age 
equivalency derivations. As noted previously, the conversion table in 
the TCRVT manual is lim ited in the number of language age equivalencies 
which correspond to raw scores. The more precise these age equivalency 
measures, the more the precise age equivalency score could potentia lly  
a ffe c t  th is  study's results by permitting a more accurate indication of 
performance level (mean score). Time constraints placed on th is  study 
did not allow fo r a measurement of th is  study's te s t-re te s t  r e l ia b i l i t y  
on e ith e r  the PPVT-R-M or the TCRVT. This data would be beneficial to
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support the assumption that the performance by normal hearing children  
on the TCRVT would vary minimally and that the test scores re f le c t  the 
typ ical performance by a ch ild .
In addition, te s t -re te s t  r e l ia b i l i t y  measures fo r the TCRVT 
normative information were not undertaken and should be the focus of 
future research. The completion of such r e l ia b i l i t y  testing would 
permit the examiner who uses the TCRVT to assert confidence that the 
c h ild 's  performance on the TCRVT that day would be sim ilar to his 
performance on the tes t another day when other extraneous variables are 
contro lled . F in a lly ,  concurrent v a l id i ty  measures with other vocabulary 
and language tests would permit the examiner using the TCRVT to make a 
judgment about the v a l id i ty  of the TCRVT. Does the TCRVT measure what 
i t  proposes and how do the results compare with other tests that have 
developed norms fo r assessment of language?
Summarv
The TCRVT normative data for normal hearing children appears to be 
a va lid  representation of the normal hearing population's test 
performance. Caution is warranted, however, when making th is  
assumption, as the study consisted of a small N and the structure of the 
raw score to derived age equivalency score conversion on the TCRVT for  
the normal hearing population is somewhat vague in the test manual. 
Preliminary data suggest the TCRVT could be used to assess the 
hearing-impaired ch ild 's  receptive vocabulary/semantic development to 
permit comparison with hearing impaired and hearing peers. The research 
l i te ra tu r e  documented that hearing-impaired children develop receptive 
vocabulary/semantic language as do th e ir  hearing peers, only at a slower
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ra te . Therefore, the comparative data information obtained on hearing 
peers on the TCRVT could lead to the development of a remediation 
program fo r the hearing-impaired child that could potentia lly  fa c i l i t a te  
overall language development, both receptive and expressive, and 
academic success which includes reading. The use of data from the TCRVT 
as well as from other language tests designed fo r the hearing-impaired 
child  and which also report normative data for hearing peers could 
resu lt in the development of a systematic remediation program for the 
child  rather than a "h it  and miss" style program. The systematic 
program p o te n tia lly  enhances the hearing-impaired ch ild 's  p o s s ib il it ie s  
of developing language s k i l ls  which match those of normal hearing peers.
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Appendix A
Information Summary and Informed Consent Form
The purpose of th is  study is to compare normal hearing children's age 
equivalency scores on the Total Communication Receptive Vocabularv Test, 
a tes t designed fo r hearing-impaired children, and the Peabodv Picture 
Vocabulary Test-Revised, a tes t designed for normal hearing children.
The information obtained may help speech therapists develop more 
accurate remediation programs for hearing-impaired children.
Your child  w il l  be tested at preschool using the Total Communication 
Receptive Vocabularv Test and Peabodv Picture Vocabularv Test-Revised, 
which are presented as four l in e  drawings per page. The child is asked
to "Show me _____ " and a pointing motion is required for indication of
an answer, A hearing screening w il l  be administered to the child . 
Earphones w il l  be placed over the ch ild 's  ears and he w il l  be instructed 
to ra ise his hand when he hears a soft tone. This procedure is 
ty p ic a lly  used in schools to screen children's hearing status. There 
are presumably no risks or discomforts associated with the 
administration of the above-mentioned tests . Total test time w il l  be 
approximately 55 minutes: 20 minutes for each of the vocabulary tests,
5 minutes fo r hearing screening, and a 10-minute intermission. The 
intermission w il l  be extended 5 minutes i f  your child needs a longer 
break and a second test session w il l  be scheduled i f  necessary.
P artic ipation  in th is  study is s t r ic t ly  voluntary. Even i f  you agree to 
p a rt ic ip a te , you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty. The 
vocabulary and hearing screening tests w il l  be of no cost to you and the 
resu lts  w il l  be kept s t r ic t ly  confidentia l. Your ch ild 's  name and 
identify ing  remarks w il l  be removed from a ll  research f i le s .
Parents have the r ig h t to ask questions at any time and should contact 
K risty  Delaney (509) 684-4532 or Alice E, Smith, thesis d irector.  
University o f Montana, (406) 243-4131,
I have read the attached description of the research study on receptive 
vocabulary ages of normal hearing children on the Total Communication 
Receptive Vocabularv Test to be conducted by Kristy Delaney. I
understand the procedures to be used and the benefits involved in the
p artic ip a tio n  in th is  study. In addition, I understand there are no
risks to my ch ild , but that he may withdraw from the study at any time
without penalty.
I give permission for my child ___________
(Name)
to p artic ip a te  in th is  study.
(Date) (Signature of Parent)
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Appendix B 
Schools Partic ipating in the Study 
Curlew School D is t r ic t ,  Curlew, Washington 
Northport School D is t r ic t ,  Northport, Washington 
Onion Creek School D is t r ic t ,  C o lv i l le ,  Washington 
Orient School D is t r ic t ,  Orient, Washington 
Summit Valley School D is t r ic t ,  Addy, Washington
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Appendix C 
Test Presentation Order fo r Subjects 
Subject PPVT-R-M TCRVT
i ! !4 2 1
5 1 2
i ‘  28 2 1
9* 1 2
10 2 1
11 1 2
12 2 1
13 1 2
14 2 1
15 1 2
16* 2 1
17 1 2
18 2 1
19* 1 2
20 2 1
21 1 2
22 *  2 1
23 1 2
24 2 1
25* 1 2
26 2 1
27 1 2
28* 2 1
29 1 2
30 2 1
31 1 2
32 2 1
33* 1 2
34 2 1
35 1 2
36 2 1
37 1 2
38 2 1
39* 1 2
40 2 1
1 = 1st tes t presented
2 = 2nd tes t presented
*  = Subjects d isqualified  from study due to PPVT-R-M test score
age equivalencies below/above the age range 2:10 to 4:9 years.
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Appendix D
Subjects' Raw Score and Age Equivalency (in  months) for the PPVT-R-M and TCRVT
Language age category 2:10 to 3:3 years:
Subject Sex PPVT-R-M 
RS AE
TCRVT 
RS AE
1 M 28 38 57 51
4 F 30 39 57 52
12 F 28 38 48 44
26 M 26 37 58 52
27 F 30 39 52 44
30 M 23 35 44 39
34 M 30 39 49 44
38 F 25 36 44 39
M = 37.6 M = 45.6
Language age category 3: 4 to 3:9 years:
3 M 38 45 58 51
7 F 34 42 61 51
11 M 34 42 55 45
13 F 37 44 56 45
18 M 36 43 60 51
24 M 32 41 55 45
32 F 33 41 58 51
36 F 32 41 57 45
M = 42.4 M = 48.8
Language age category 3: 10 to 4:3 years:
5 M 43 48 61 51
8 M 48 51 63 57
10 M 47 50 64 63
15 F 45 49 62 51
21 F 47 50 65 63
23 M 44 48 60 51
35 F 48 51 66 69
40 F 42 47 60 51
M = 49.3 M = 57.0
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Language age category 4:4 to 4:9 years:
Subject Sex
RS = Raw Score
AE = Age Equivalency
PPVT-R-M TCRVT
RS AE RS AE
2 M 52 54 63 57
6 F 55 57 63 57
14 F 49 52 61 51
17 M 53 55 65 63
20 F 55 57 69 69
29 M 51 53 63 57
31 M 55 57 69 69
37 F 54 56 62 51
M = 55.1 M = 59.3
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Appendix E 
TCRVT Word List
T r ia l  :
+bal1
1. baby 20. *under 39. present 58.
2 . airplane 21. meat 40. hurt 59.
3. telephone 22. ice 41. church 60.
4. boat 23. swim 42. old 61.
5. shoes 24. children 43. * in 62.
6. t ra in 25. snow 44. candy 63.
7. apple 26. paint 45. *behind 64.
8. b u tte r f ly 27. grandmother 45. buy 65.
9. mother 28. night 47. winter 66.
10. g ir l 29. picture 48. t a l l e r 67.
11. cat 30. man 49. smell 68.
12. jump 31. run 50. dance 69.
13. tree 32. kiss 51. friend 70.
14. Indian 33. dress 52. *on 71.
15. +money 34. school 53. movie 72.
16. hot 35. surprise 54. family 73.
17. hearing aid 36. shop 55. e le c t r ic i ty 74,
18. +read 37. teacher 56. together 75.
19. cry 38. t ire d 57. same
vacation 
bashful 
myself 
disappointed 
work
restaurant
make
practice
help
group
empty
follow
study
♦another
minister
+ fu ll
conversation
famous
+
*
Items duplicated on PPVT-R-M and TCRVT 
Items with ambiguous picture stimuli
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